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1. Appendix - Call Script

[Instruction to callers: This script is intended as a guide to a “chatty” conversation with the voter. Please stick to it as closely as possible, but keep the interaction as natural as possible.]

Hello, is ___________________ there?

Hi! This is _________________ calling from the [partner organization’s name]. We’re not asking for money today and we’re not campaigning for or against any candidate.

We’re just calling to thank you because our records show you voted in recent elections. Since you’re the kind of person who cares about your community and who votes, we know we can we count on you to join the thousands of people like you who will vote on Tuesday.

1) On Tuesday, are you planning to vote in the morning, at lunchtime, in the afternoon, or in the evening?

   [If unsure of time/no response, prompt]: It’s important to plan ahead so you don’t forget to vote on Election Day. When do you think will be most convenient for you to vote on Tuesday, November 2\textsuperscript{nd}?

   Record:
   1 – if response is a time of day (morning, lunch, afternoon, evening, any specific time)
   2 – if response is already voted early or by mail -(do not read) – That’s great. Thanks for voting already. Sorry to bother you. Goodbye.
   3 – if response is Not sure/Don’t know
   4 – Refused

2) Do you plan to vote while you are on your way to [from] work or out running errands, or do you have to make a special trip to go to vote?

   [Record]:
   1 – To/From work or errands
   2 – Special trip
   3 – Not sure of polling place location
   4 – [Refuse]

   [If #1 or #2 from Question 2] Great!
3) There are a lot of candidates and issues on the ballot this year, and each of them is important for our future. We’re asking people to pledge to fill out their entire ballot, can we count on you to try to fill out the entire ballot?

[Record]:
1 – Yes
2 – No
3 – Maybe/Don’t Know
4 – [Refuse]

[If No/Maybe/Don’t know] I know there are a lot of things on the ballot but each of them is important to our future. Please cast your vote on as many as you can because there is so much at stake at the local, state and national level this year.

4) Many people are more likely to remember to vote if they get a reminder. I’d like to send you a reminder about voting on Tuesday. Can you please give me an email address where I can send you a reminder? We won’t give or sell your email to anyone else.

Email: __________________________@______________________________

[If email provided] Thanks!
[If email not provided] That’s okay.

[Close - ALL] I know life can get hectic, but it’s important to remember to vote this Tuesday even if things come up. It looks like a lot of people will be voting this year, so thank you for being a good citizen who votes and for your promise to vote on Tuesday!

Thanks for your time. Goodbye.
2. Description of the Call Centers used for each Treatment

- Treatment A: Calls conducted by a firm that operates its own caller center for policy advocacy and election-related communication. Callers are hired, trained, and supervised by the firm’s staff. The firm reported that most callers working on the project had worked for the firm for at least several months through the election season. Some additional callers were hired to handle the late election season work, and therefore had only a few weeks of experience.

- Treatment B: Calls conducted by a firm that normally operates call centers for telephone fundraising solicitations for non-profit organizations. The callers are highly trained, had worked for the firm for an average of eighteen months, and are retained because they are successful at soliciting fundraising pledges. In many ways, these callers are the highest quality telemarketing professionals available for voter mobilization calls.

- Treatment C1: Call conducted by a firm that supervises the calling program, but out-sources/subcontracts the actual calling to independent commercial call centers. The calls were conducted by what was described as the firm’s preferred commercial call center. Firm staff reported being on-site for training callers on this program, but the callers were not hired or directly supervised by firm staff. The commercial call center used for this project conducts non-political telemarketing calls as well as election-related calls.

- Treatment C2: Call conducted by a firm that supervises the calling program, but out-sources/subcontracts the actual calling to independent commercial call centers. The calls were conducted by a commercial call center selected by the
firm. Firm staff reported supervising training by phone. The callers are not hired or directly supervised by firm staff. The commercial call center used for this project conducts non-political telemarketing calls as well as election related calls.

3. Selection of Experimental Population

Our partner organization selected the experimental population based on the following criteria (see Figure S1):

- Registered voters in eleven states with a “strong” match between phone listings and voter file records according to Catalist LLC, a consumer data firm specializing in information on registered voters.¹

- Registered voters with a predicted probability of voting between 30 percent and 70 percent based on a predictive voter turnout model provided by Catalist LLC. This criterion was based on previous research that voter mobilization contacts have maximum impact for registered voters with a 50-50 chance of turning out (Green and Gerber 2008 p. 174; Arceneaux and Nickerson 2009; Niven 2004; Hillygus 2005; Parry et al. 2008).

- Registered voters expected to trust information about political issues from our partner organization based on a proprietary micro-targeting model.

¹ In practice, the strong match usually means a match of address and full name. Medium and weak match phone numbers include records that match only on address and last name, address only, etcetera. The standard practice of our partner organization, based on extensive experience with voter contact phone calls, was to use only strong match phone numbers.
• Multiple voter households were excluded from this experimental population, defined by multiple registered voters associated with the same phone number.

• Registered voters who had requested an absentee/mail ballot, or cast early in-person ballot prior to October 27, 2010, were excluded from the experiment.²

[Figure S1 about here]

4. Stratified Random Assignment

Random assignment was conducted separately in two blocks. This stratification of the random assignment was necessary because a subset of registered voters in four states (IL, MI, NY, and PA) had a different probability of assignment to the experimental conditions. This subset of voters was randomly assigned to the conditions for this experiment, or to other experiments using voter mobilization phone calls reported elsewhere (Arceneaux, Mann and Nickerson 2012; Mann and Klofstad 2012; Mann and Sinclair 2012).

[Table S1 about here]

We designated all records in this subset of registered voters as “Block A”. All remaining records are designated as “Block B”. Therefore, random assignment in each block was conducted separately (a stratified randomization process or blocked randomization process). Tables S1a and S1b demonstrate that the random assignment process produced control and treatment groups in each block that appear well balanced

² The exclusions were based on data obtained from local election officials by Catalist LLC.
across observable covariates for age, sex, race, past voting, and geography. Our analysis uses a fixed effects estimator to account for the difference in probability of assignment to the two blocks.
Figure S1: Selection of universe for experiment (by partner organization)
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